In a recent paper, we have proved a formula characterizing the abstract Fourier-Stieltjes transform of an isotropίc infinitely divisible probability measures on a symmetric space. The formula is the full analogue of the classical L §vy-Khinchine formula for the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of infinitely divisible probability measures on the real line. Now, just as in the case of the line, an isotropic, infinitely divisible probability measure on a symmetric space gives rise in a natural way to a continuous one parameter convolution semigroup of such measures and thence to a stochastic process with stationary independent " increments ". It is the purpose of this paper to construct the sample functions of such a process. We shall exhibit the sample functions of such a process as limits with probability one (uniformly on compact subsets of the parameter set) of sequences of continuous Brownian trajectories interlaced with finitely many isotropic Poissonian jumps.
Our construction brings out clearly the significance of the Levy measure of the process as a measure of the expected number of jumps of the path having a given size and occurring in unit time. (See details below.) It also follows from our construction that the sample function of these processes can be assumed to have only discontinuities of the first kind. This fact, however, was known and indeed a more general result of this kind was proved in [13] by J. Woll. Thus the main new results of this paper must be considered to be the actual construction of the sample paths, and the geometric information that it gives about the process.
Our results are inspired by the work of Itδ [8] . Itδ considers such processes on the line. However, the noncommutativity of the groups that concern us and the nonlinear nature of our spaces force us to use techniques quite different from his. Our methods are of independent interest and indeed they can be utilized to construct a theory of " addition" of isotropic random variables taking values in symmetric spaces.
We consider in this paper only the case of a noncompact symmetric space. Surprisingly enough, the compact case is somewhat more messy in technique, due to the fact that in compact symmetric spaces the conjugate locus of a given point interferes with a routine we call the distribution of ξ. A r.v. is called spherical if its distribution is spherical. It is easily seen that a G-valued spherical r.v. can be thought of as a G/K valued r.v. whose distribution is invariant under the left action of K, and conversely. We find it more convenient to work on G as far as possible. All r.v.s in this paper will be G-valued spherical r.v.s unless expressly stated otherwise.
Given independent r.v.s ξ u ξ 2 their product ξ ί -ξ 2 is also a r.v., and F h . h = F ξi -F ξ2 , the product on the right being convolution. It will be important to us that if ξ l9 ξ 2 are independent and spherical then F ξ . h = Fξ 2 . ξl , because convolution of spherical measures is commutative [6] .
The theory of spherical functions developed by Harish-Chandra [5] and others is a powerful tool for analysis on symmetric spaces. For v e E o the space of complex valued linear functionals on ΐ) , let <Pv(x) be the corresponding elementary spherical function (see [3, §3] where a fuller description is found), defined by
where p is the half-sum of the positive roots. Then φ v (e) = 1, and
. φ v is analytic and is an eigenfunction of JK every differential operator on G which commutes with left translations by elements of G and right translations by elements of K. For a spherical measure μ on G, we defined in [3] its Fourier-Stieltjes transform by (2.2) β(X) = E B being the real valued linear functionals on t) . It was shown in [3] that μ determines μ. Further, calling a spherical probability measure μ infinitely divisible if for each integer n, μ = Θ n where θ is a spherical probability measure and the product is the convolution product, we proved in [3] the theorem: THEOREM 2.1. A spherical probability measure μ on G is infinitely divisible if and only if 
It follows from this that the real and imaginary parts of
both exist as convergent integrals, from which, since sin z ~ z and 1 -cos z ~ z 2 near z = 0, it is possible to conclude that the integrals [3] , that the only second order elliptic differential operators in D(G/K) which annihilate constants are just positive multiples of the LaplaceBeltrami operator of G/K, if we assume G/K irreducible, which we may do with impunity. Indeed if D -{c/2)Δ where c > 0 and Δ is the Laplace-Beltrami operator, then P D (X) = (-c/2){<λ, λ> + ζp, py} where < λ, λ> is the inner product given by the Cartan-Killing form.
We may normalize c -1 for future purposes.
As a final remark on notation, for a real linear functional λ e E Rt we denote by H λ the unique element 6 Jj such that B (H λ 
3* Brownian paths interlaced with isotropic Poisson jumps* DEFINITION 3.1. Let X = {x(t), t e [0, oo)} be a separable stochastic process. We say that X is differential if given 0 ^ t x < ί a < *s < *4 < °°» cc(s)~1x(t) and x{u)~τx{v) are independent for all s,t e [t u t 2 ] and u, v e [ί 3 , ίj, s ^ t, n ^ v. It is said to have stationary increments if α?(0)~1x(s) and xitf^xit + s) have the same distribution for any t, s ^ 0.
If X is differential with stationary increments and if F ι is the distribution of cc(O)~1α;(ί), it follows without difficulty that F ι is infinitely divisible and by applying Theorem 2.1, we conclude that for λ e E R1
as in § 2. DEFINITION 
We say that X = {x(t), £ e [0, oo)} is a Gauss process if L == 0 above and that it is a Levy process if D -0.
A Gauss process δ(£) is none other than a Brownian motion on G/K, essentially, i.e. π(b(t)) is a Brownian motion on G/K as defined in [7] for example. The properties of such a process are well known. It can be seen e.g. by appealing to [7] , [12] that if B -{b(t) , t e [0, co)} is a Brownian motion, then it has continuous sample functions almost surely. By its very definition, (1) 
Conversely given a second order elliptic differential operator D e D(G/K) which annihilates constants, D -c/2D
and one may construct as in [7] or [11] the process B -{b(t), t e [0, c>o)} which stands in the above relation to D. We assume c -1 without loss of generality.
Given (D, L) as described above, we first of all construct a Brownian motion B -{b(t), t e [0, co)} given by D as above. Let {£?', P'} be the sample space for this process. We shall now explain what we mean be interlacing a Brownian path with an isotropic jump of size x at time t 1# Let x e G, and t-+b(t) be a Brownian path. The path b(t) is to be unchanged for times t < t x . At time t L it jumps E stands for the expectation operator.
to b(t^)kxk' with probability dk dk'. After time t λ it continues as before so that at time t ^ t x it is at bitjkxk'bit^bit), with probability dk dk'. It is clear that to describe this more rigorously we shall have to enlarge the sample space a little. This will be done in detail later. For a jump of size x we shall refer to \x\ as the length of the jump.
Given the Levy measure L on G -if, denote by dt x L the product measure on [0, oo) x G -K, where dt is Lebesgue measure on [0, oo) . In what follows, we denote by B* a Borel subset of [0, oo) x G -K which has the following two properties (i) I?* has finite dt x L measure (ii) there exists a δ > 0 such that if (t, x)eί*, then \x\^δ. We now describe what we mean by stationary random selection of points of G -K according to the measure L namely, we select randomly points (τ, x) e [0, oo) x G -K so that (3.2) Given I?* c [0, oo) x G -K, the number of selected points which lie in I?* is a random variable with a Poisson distribution whose mean is (dt x L)(J3*). See in this connection [9] . Since dt x L is σ-finite, it is almost sure that we shall select only countably many points. The above description can be formalized somewhat awkwardly as follows. We let our sample space fl" be the space of all sequences ω" = {(τ jt Xj)} " =ι (with (τ h 
(This ordering is for convenience only.) We can build on this space a Probability measure P" by requiring
where # B*(ω") stands for the number of terms (τ j9 x 5 ) in the sequence ω" -{(τ jf a?i)}JLi which belong to 2?*, and Z, ϊ if i = 1, ••• r are nonnegative integers. P" can now be extended to an appropriate Borel field of subsets of Ω" in the usual way. We propose to omit specific mention of the underlying er-field without risk of confusion. Given the Brownian motion {b(t), t e [0, co)} our idea is to make a stationary random selection of points (τ j9 Xj) according to the Levy measure L, independently of the Brownian motion and then to interlace the Brownian path by isotropic jumps of sizes x s at times τ 3 j -1, . As seen above, this involves choices of k 3 , k! 3 -at each interlacing. of points of K y these last being distributed uniformly over K; all these random objects being independent mutually. For typographical convenience we shall omit the underlying point a). Now let δ n be a sequence such that 1 ^ δ n ^ δ n+ί > 0 and δ n -> 0 as n-> co. For any real number a > 0, let
Given ω e Ω, let δ(£), {(r, , flCj)}JLi, fcj, /c' be the items that it furnishes. Let j(a, t) be the largest integer j such that (τ u x t ) e J5*(α, t) for all I S j. Now define for a ^ 1, n -1,2, .
(^) (3 7)
In spite of its unprepossessing appearance, t -> 2/ % (£) is just the Brownian path interlaced with independent isotropic jumps of length > δ n occurring before time t, selected stationarily randomly according to the Levy measure L while yt(t) is just the Brownian path into which those jumps of lengths between δ n and a have been interlaced. It is clear that j(a, t) is finite with probability one because of (2.3), so that the path t -• y n (t) has with probability one finitely many jumps in [0, t] at times τ u τ 2 , r J ( β w , t) We shall show below that the sequence π(y n (t)) will converge as n-> oo with probability one uniformly on compact subsets of [0, oo) to a process whose law is given by (3.1 are mutually independent and spherical. Hence their distributions commute under convolution cf. our remarks in § 2. Therefore the distribution of yjίt) is the same as that of
.
Denote by C*(n, a) the set {x \ d n < | x | g a}, a being a real number ^ 1 say. Then it is clear that [0, t] x C*(n, a) = £*(<5 W , t) -£*(α, t), and so,
Let now, Λ, Λ> * *>^ί> Λ be a partition of the closure of C*(n, a) by subsets of diameter ^ ε, ε being > 0, and let z lf z Vob e G be points in zfi, , A p . It is known that φ λ is a uniformly continuous function on G, therefore we can conclude that | φ λ (z p 
J8 n <\x\^cύ
Letting a -> oo f and remembering (4.2), (4.3) we have the assertion of the lemma.
5* Convergence with probability one* We begin with a lemma which has independent interest. LEMMA 
Suppose we have a sequence y n , n = 1, 2, contained in a compact subset A of G such that for each z e G and each positive definite elementary spherical function Φ, the sequence Φ(zy n ) converges. Then the sequence τc(y n ) converges in G/K where π is the natural projection of G onto G/K.
Proofo Suppose / is a continuous function with compact support in G such that f(xk) = f(x) for all k e K. We first of all claim that such an / can be approximated uniformly on its support B by a finite linear combination of left translates of a spherical function. To see 486 R. GANGOLLI this let f n be an approximate identity in L X {G). Then as is well known, f*f«~*f uniformly on B, where the dot stands for the convolution.
Then F n is spherical. Further, using the fact that f(xk) -f(x) for k e K, it can be easily shown that f F n~> f uniformly onΰasw^oo, Since
and since B is compact, we may approximate this last integral by suitable Riemann sums to get the following conclusion. Given e > 0, there exist complex numbers α x a r , elements g x g r e G and a function F e C(G) with
We next claim that if F is any function εC(G) such that If we suppose that of the functions Φ λ --Φ m the first £ (say) are of class 1 (see [6, p. 414] for the definition) it is easy to show that Let f -foπ. Then / is continuous on G, we may take it to have compact support in G, and f(xk) -f(x) k e K. By (5.6), we have, given ε < 0
If Vn', Vn" are subsequences of y n such that π(y n ) -* y\ π(y n ,,) -> y", then since we know by hypothesis that Φ^ y n ) converges for each i as n -> co, (5.7) implies easily that f(y') -f(y"), contradicting the choice of /. Thus π(y n ) cannot have two distinct cluster points and the lemma is proved. 
= j H(y))dF h (x)dF h (y) exp iλ(fΓ(y)).[jexp iX(H(zxk(y)))dF h (x) ] dF, t (y) .
The integral in the square brackets is seen to be independent of y on making the substitution x -> xkiy)- 1 (H(ξi) ), E{H{η-)) exist. Let z e G,k e K be fixed., Then,
Proof. It will be enough to show that if f u f 2 , , f n are bounded complex valued Borel functions on G then
The left side
Because of the sphericity of jP e< , F Vi , this integral is invariant under the substitution x t -> x^k { , k { e K. Hence we can and do assume to begin with that f^x) -fi(xk) x e G,h e K, (if necessary by replacing fi(x) by \ fi(xk)dk). Now in the above integral let us subject the y i JK to the substitutions y t -^fc^fc^. Remembering that F h is spherical we get that the left side of (5.11) Using the fact that F Vi are probability measures and that /<(») = fi(xk) for all k e if, we have
which is (5.11) . (Note that in the first step of (5.16) we introduced k with impunity because in (5.15) the measure dk n is right invariant.) is a martingale sequence. The proof follows directly from the lemma.
LEMMA 5.6. Let {b(t) , t e [0, co)} be the Brownian motion. Then Proof.
This is clearly the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of a Gaussian distribution on ί) Po , with mean at tH p , concluding the proof. where I -dim ^o, α^cί C 2 is α constant depending only on z.
Proof. Both assertions follow by observing that
= Γί exp iλ(iϊ(^))^ΊΓexp --<λ, λ> + i Thus we know that this is the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of the distribution of Hizbφy^t)).
The two quantities of the corollary are 
where we have omitted computations sufficiently similar to ones gone before. It follows by the Borel-Cantelli Lemma that ZJβ) must converge as n-> oo uniformly in 0 ^ s ^ ί with probability 1. Now, (s) Jθ<|x|^l must converge as w -> ^ uniformly in 0 ^ s ^ t with probability 1. The estimates (5.32), (5.33) being uniform in k e K, the theorem now follows.
Z n (a) = H(zyl(s)k) -E(H(zyl
COROLLARY 5.12. {yJ»(a) }Γ=i is contained in a compact subset of G for 0 ^ s ^ t with probability one.
Proof. We know by the theorem that H{y ι n (s)) converges as n -> °o uniformly for 0 S s ^ t almost surely. If some subsequence yl^s) were to -* ^ on G with positive probability, then by considering the map x -> H(x), it could be shown easily that H(y\ 3 (s)) -• oo on ^0 with positive probability, contradicting the theorem. Therefore the corollary follows. 
iv(H(xk)) ~ p(H(xk))]dk
for some complex valued linear functional v on ΐ)p o . We have seen above that for z e G k e K, H(zy ι n (s)k) converges as n -> oo uniformly for 0 gΞ s ^ t and k e K almost surely. It follows from (5.35) that φ(zy l n(s)) must therefore converge as n -> oo uniformly for 0 ^ s ^ t almost surely. By Lemma 5.1, we conclude that τr(^(s)) must do the same. But y n (s) and y ι n {s) differ only in that y n {s) has in it jumps of lengths bigger than 1. Since there are almost surely only finitely many of these for s ^ t, it follows that π(y n (s)) must converge as n->oo almost surely, uniformly for 0 ^ s ^ ί. That y^s) is differential is obvious though messy to check. The last assertion follows from Corollary 4.2.
In particular, the process given by (3.1) may always be assumed to have sample functions whose discontinuities are only jumps. The Levy measure L has the interpretation that tL{Δ) is the expected number of jumps of sizes x which the path experiences till time t, for which x e A. 
